
Spring 2019 Math 260 Test 4 Name: ____________________

Show all necessary work neatly, clearly, systematically, and understandably for full-credit. Any understatement and/or
incorrect statement may be penalized. Good Luck! 108-point available.

1. (25:4,5,5,6,5) Solve: If the solution you obtain requires rounding. Write your solutions in exact-form first.

a.   13loglog  xx

b.      xxx  13log3log5log 444

c.   3log32log 22  xx

d. 0839 2  xx

e. xx   213 34



2. (15:7,4,4) A lab started with 30 bacteria and it has 180 bacteria after 4 hours. Suppose the mice grow
continuously. Note:   kteAtA  0

a. Find the growth rate, k. b. Find the doubling-time.

c. Find the number of bacteria 9 hours after the
starting time.

3. (12:7,5)A radioactive isotope has 250-year half-time. Note:   kteAtA  0

a. Find the decay rate k. b. Find the time to have only 15% of the
original isotope left.



4. (9) Let 2,tan Qx   . Find the values of the
other 5 trigonometric functions of θ in terms of x.

a. sin θ =

b. cos θ =

c. sec θ =

d. csc θ =

e. cot θ =

5. (4:2,2) Use calculator to compute:
a. csc 237°

b. cot 192°

6. (10) Let A = 30°, BDC = 45°, AD = 20.
Find CD. Do not use laws of sine nor cosine.

Bonus 3-points if you show your work without using
calculator and write your answer in exact form.
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7. (7) Solve: 1  xx ee

8. (7) Solve:   24log2loglog 222  xx

9. (7) Prove: xxxx cscseccottan 



10. (12: 3,3,6) Consider ΔABC: A = 60°, AB = 8, AC = 10.

a. Find the area of ΔABC

b. Find the altitude from AC to vertex B

c. Find BC


